SHORT CONTENTS OF ENCLOSED BULLETIN

Page 1 en 2: To tackle problems like that of armament and war, we need a legislative, executive and judiciary power on the world level. The latter would have to dispose of appropriate police forces. Can the armies of Nato evolve towards the latter? We let all possibilities open, on a principle. However, for the time being we prefer not to adhere to such hopes concerning the said military alliance. The views of the latter cannot be called “mundialist”. They also are too militaristic, yes even totalitarian to some extent. To this we were reminded by a document introduced by five generals on the top of Nato in Bucharest in January 2008. Those gentlemen have not in mind to solve the survival problems which humanity sees itself faced with. What they have in view, is to manipulate all that happens in human life and in society. In a way, they want to see us all living in some sort of a military prisoners’ camp...

Page 3: The Peoples’ Congress, in his encounter of this year, launched a petition in view of the 60th anniversary of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights. Please ask us for the text in French, English or Esperanto.

Page 4: A demonstration against torture at a distance took place in Strasbourg, organised by the Association Against the Abuse of Psychophysical Weapons. Already a few months ago we spread the appeal of this association in German, Russian and English.

Page 5: The Commission on Human Rights of the European Parliament did not reply to a Declaration of Concerned Citizens, signed by about 200 persons from around the world who among other things ask that a treaty be concluded forbidding manipulation weapons, as is demanded in Resolution A40005/1999 of the European Parliament. The gab between the citizens and the institutions of the European Union appears to be immense in this case.

Page 6: We quote Dr. Rauni Kilde, previously working for the Finnish Ministry of Health, who warns us that cryptocracies want to put us all in invisible concentration- and torture-camps. We also quote Wassili Lenski, President of the Association of Scientists and Intellectuals, whose assertions are going into the same direction.

Page 7: “Darrim”, a Briton originating from Iran, writes us he was tortured and manipulated at a distance. He also pretends that cliques in the British secret services wanted him to become an “Islamic terrorist”...
Page 7: On the same page we remind that among others Noemi Lopez and Ruth Gill wrote that they had to fear for their lives. Moreover, Freedom from Covert Harassment and Surveillance informed us of the utterly suspicious car accident of Ananda Zaren, whereas Johan Heller died from as a suspicious heart attack (it is told that remote radiation can cause heart attacks).

Page 8: Chinese (alleged) victims of remote torture appeal to Chinese authorities and to the world, referring to e.g. the Universal Declaration on Human Rights and to the above mentioned resolution of the European Parliament.

Page 8: We quote an article published in 1996 in The Guardian. The author appears to be quite aware of the existence of anti-personnel radiation weapons of the so called non-lethal type. He adds that “declassification” certainly would unveil enormous facts.

Jean Verstraeten

P.S. To this bulletin we also add a circular containing a list of our international addresses: for those who want to know more about what is being done on the international level. (Information is available in French, English and Esperanto.)